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Abstract - Transistor placement is the key step to dominate the quality of standard cell layouts because of the limited routing 
resource of cell layouts. A routability-aware transistor placement algorithm can then help generate high-quality transistor 
placements favoring cell routing to reduce potential rule violation and layout quality as well. In this paper we propose arou-
tability-aware dynamic programming (DP)–based transistor placement algorithm that can efficiently generate transistor 
placements favoring cell routing and considering diffusion shape constraints. Then, a LEGO-liked assembling method con-
siders the issue of different folding styles to generate transistor placements of high-driving cells. Our results show that the 
proposed methods can have dramatic routability and runtime improvement compared to existing works. 
 
Indexterms - Standard cell, Transistor placement, Dynamic programming (DP), LEGO. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Standardcells are the basic components in the imple-
mentation of digital ICs and highly impact the quality 
of ICs. For modern advanced technology nodes, de-
sign complexity increases drastically because of the 
large number of design rules concerning design for 
manufacturing problems. A set of restricted design 
rules (RDRs) was proposed to help engineers focus 
on a small set of design rules without compromising 
design quality [1]. RDRs restrict the design freedom 
and thus cell layouts become more regular. However, 
new design constraints in advanced technology nodes 
engender new design challenges and increase the 
complexity of manual design; these challenges have 
spurred the development of automation tools that 
output handicraft-quality cell layouts [2-6]. 
 
For satisfying the timing budget under distinct scena-
rios, the required transistor sizes for a cell may not 
exactly match those of predesigned cells available in 
a standard library. A primitive-driving cell is a cell in 
which all transistors are designed with the fundamen-
tal transistor height, and a high-driving cell is a cell in 
which at least one of the transistors is designed to 
stand tall. Each tall transistor must be folded to mul-
tiple shorter transistors to meet cell height constraint. 
In addition, different folding styles will make the 
associated layouts have different performance; de-
signers will create different schematics with different 
folding styles rather than only one folding style for 
one driving strength of a cell. However, it is still lack 
of literatures discussing these issues. 
 
A routability-aware transistor placement can help 
generating high-quality cell layout owing to using 
less routing resource and hence avoid potential design 
rule violations.Error! Reference source not 
found.shows two layouts of AOI21_X1, 

 
Figure 1. Two different placements with the same area have 

different routability. 

 
Figure 2. IOPMs have considerable impacts on routability, 
where red vertices are IO pins. (a) Placement of a 2-input 
XOR; (b) another placement of the same circuit with one 

IOPM surrounded by another IO pin has worse routability 
than (a). 

 
and one (Error! Reference source not 
found.(b)) has longer wirelength than the other 
(Error! Reference source not found.(a)), 
which implies that placement of Error! Refer-
ence source not found.(a) has better routability 
than that of Error! Reference source not 
found.(b) due to its shorter wirelength and less con-
gestion.Improvingroutability is thus another impor-
tant objective for transistor placement.Previous works 
mainly consider routability issue during placement by 
the metric of wirelength of a placement while ignor-
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ing the influence of IO pin metal (IOPM) to routabili-
ty[2-4]. The IOPM that spans widely and connecting 
several transistors increases congestion and lowers 
routability.  

 
Figure 3. (a) Cell layout structure; (b) diffusion sharing. 

 
In this situation, a transistor placement that facilitates 
IOPM connection and on-poly signal pin connections 
is essential to complete cell routing. Traditionally, 
gate-to-gate net length (ggnl) is evaluated such that 
transistor placement algorithm can capture the con-
gestion caused by on-poly signal pins [5]. However, 
congestion generated by IOPMs are not well-
considered in their proposed metric. Error! Ref-
erence source not found. exemplifies the im-
pact of IOPM on routability, where the red vertices 
are IO pins and other circles are on-poly signal pins. 
Based on the previous ggnl metric, both Error! 
Reference source not found.(a) and (b) have 
the same value. However, Error! Reference 
source not found.(a) is easier to be routed than 
Error! Reference source not found.(b) be-
cause I1 is an IOPM but it is surrounded by the con-
nection of I2. As a result, Error! Reference 
source not found.(b) are more congested than 
Error! Reference source not found.(a) 
around the pin I1. 
 
Diffusion is very sensitive to manufacturing and thus 
each diffusion region is allowed to have only four 
types of shapes in some advanced technology nodes: 
O-shape, L-shape, T-shape, and U-shape. Maximiz-
ing diffusion sharing may not satisfy the constraints 
of the diffusion shape. It is therefore essential to be 
aware of the diffusion shape during transistor place-
ment for modern technology nodes. 
 
In this paper, we propose an effectiveand efficient 
transistor placement algorithm based on DP consider-
ing diffusion shape constraints. To evaluate the easi-
ness of IOPM connection and congestion between 
diffusion regions as well, a metric called poly con-
nection density (PCD) is proposed in this paper. In 
order to overcome the challenges brought by different 
transistor folding styles, a LEGO-liked assembling 
method is adopted that placements of high-driving 
cells can be assembled from several sub-chains de-
composed from the given netlist. Our experimental 
results indicate that the proposed algorithm can out-
perform [5] in terms of runtime and routability me-

trics including ggnl, PCD, half-perimeter wire length 
(HPWL) and minimum required routing tracks. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II gives the preliminaries of transistor placement, 
folding styles and problem formulations. In section 
III we will detail the proposed DP-based transistor 
placement algorithm and LEGO-liked assembling 
method. Then, in section IV we will show the expe-
rimental results and section V draws the conclusion. 
 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
 
A. Cell Layout Structure and Transistor Place-
ment 

 
Figure 4. Diffusion shape constraints. Cell layout of (a) satisfies 
shape constraint, while (b) does not. (c) Insert additional dum-

my poly to solve shape violation. 
Error! Reference source not found.(a) illustrates 
commonly used cell layout structure. Generally, pow-
er and ground rails go from the very left to the very 
right and are placed at the top and the bottom of the 
cell layout, respectively. Under the consideration of 
DFM issues, cell layouts become regular. First, poly 
layer is no longer feasible for interconnection and 
requires regular distribution [6]. Hence, every poly in 
a cell layout is a straight rectangle with fixed poly 
spacing SPP.Unlike the traditional technology nodes 
that allow 2D cell layouts [3], P-MOS and N-MOS 
transistors should be placed in a row separately in 
modern technology nodes. Then, maximum allowable 
diffusion widths for P-MOS and N-MOS transistors, 
DWP and DWN, are specified in cell layout structure. 
Hence, the general objective of transistor placement 
problem is to seek orderings for P-MOS and N-MOS 
transistors such that cell area can be mini-
mized.Typically, cell area is minimized through max-
imizing diffusion sharing as shown in Error! Refer-
ence source not found.(b) [7-10]. Two transistors 
placed adjacently with identical source/drain signals 
can share the same diffusion region to save cell area. 
For example in Error! Reference source not 
found.(b), these two transistors can share the diffu-
sion region with signal N1 such that the cell layout 
becomes more compact.Besides, in order to maintain 
the regularity of poly distribution, a dummy poly is 
inserted as indicated in Error! Reference source 
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not found.(a) when two adjacently placed transis-
tors cannot share diffusion. Diffusion shape con-
straint then arises after diffusion sharing because the 
diffusion width of every transistor may not be the 
same. Error! Reference source not found. shows 
an example that one cell netlist has two different 
placements, where Error! Reference source not 
found.(a) depicts the placement satisfying diffusion 
shape constraint while Error! Reference source 

not found.(b) does not. Once a diffusion shape vi-
olation occurs, additional dummy poly will be in-
serted to separate transistors even if these transistors 
can share diffusions as shown in Error! Reference 
source not found.(c).To avoid increasing cell area 
caused by conforming diffusion shape constraint, it is 
necessary to consider diffusion shape constraint dur-
ing transistor placement. 
 

B. Folding Styles 
 

Figure 5. Various transistor folding styles. (a)(d) Schematic and the layout of NAND3_X1; (b)(e) Schematic and the layout of 
NAND3_X2 with A-type folding style; (c)(f) Schematic and the layout of NAND3_X2 with I-type folding style. 

 
Error! Reference source not found.(a) to (f) show 
an example of two different folding styles, namely A-
type and I-type. A-type folding style generates high-
driving strength cells through mirroring a group of 
transistors. For example, Error! Reference source 
not found.(b) and (e) show the schematic and the 
layout of A-type NAND3_X2, where transistors with 
input signals I1, I2 and I3 forming a group. On the 
other hand, identical transistors are placed adjacently 
in I-type folding styles. Error! Reference source 
not found.(c) and (f) are the schematic and the 
layout of I-type NAND3_X2. Typically, A-type high-
driving cells have better timing than I-type ones at the 
cost of larger input capacitance and more required 
routing tracks. Besides, the cell areas between these 
two styles may also differ as shown in Error! Refer-
ence source not found., where I-type NAND3_X2 
has larger cell area. Thus, a commercial cell library 
has to contain both of these two styles that EDA tools 
can select suitable ones under different scenarios. 
With the help of layout synthesis tools, it is more 
controllable for cell library designers to fold tall tran-
sistors manually rather than folding tall transistors 
automatically. Therefore in this work, how tall tran-
sistors should be folded are already described in the 

given netlists, and layout synthesis tools should gen-
erate cell layouts maintaining desired folding styles. 
 
C. Problem Formulations 
Routability (σ) is an important concern during tran-
sistor placement, commonly noted by minimum re-
quired routing tracks (τ), half perimeter wire length 
(HPWL), and PCD, where PCD is defined as follow-
ing. 
 
PCD = max{α̇×IO(ci) + β̇×S(ci)}, ∀ci∈ C         (1.) 
where α̇ and β̇ are user-defined constant, C is the col-
lection of all routing columns, IO(ci) is the number of 
IOPMs passing through ci, and S(ci) is the number of  
 
 
wires passing through ci. Notably, all high-driving 
transistors have been folded into a set of parallel-
connected small transistors by circuit engineers. Thus 
how each large transistor is folded is well-known 
information to the problem. 

 
Problem 1: Transistor placement. Given a netlist 
that describes a cell to be generated, the objective is 
to find a transistor placement that minimizes the utili-
ty function μ = α×A + β×σ and satisfying diffusion 
shape constraints,where α and β are two user defined 
constants and σ = α × HPWL + β × PCD + γ × τ and 
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α, β, γ are user defined constants. αis set to be much 
greater than β so that we can minimize cell area be-
fore routability. 

Because different folding styles will have 
different netlists, analyzing required folding style is 
the first objective for the transistor placement of high-
driving cells. For example, the netlists of A-type 
NAND3_X2 and I-type NAND3_X2 are different as 
shown in Error! Reference source not found.. 
Thus, the problem definition of high-driving cell tran-
sistor placement is as follow. 

 
Problem 2: Transistor placement for high-driving 
cell with static folded transistors. Given a netlist of 
a high-driving cell along with its primitive-driving 
netlist and layout, the first objective is to investigat-
ing the folding styles of the high-driving cell. Then, 
the second objective is to find a transistor placement 
that minimizes the utility function μ and meets the 
design requirement of the high-driving netlist. 
 
III. ROUTABILITY-AWARE TRANSISTOR 
PLACEMENT 
 
In this section we first detail the routability-aware 
transistor placement problem which minimizes μ us-
ing dynamic programming (DP) algorithm. Then a 
LEGO-like placement method for high-driving cell 
layout is presented. 
 
A. Routability-Aware DP-Based Transistor 
Placement 
Typically, P-MOS transistors in a cell are put in a 
row to obtain minimum diffusion breaks and then 
minimum cell width, and so are N-MOS transistors. 
Considering the technology that demands a regular 
gate placement with a fixed poly pitch, a dummy poly 
is required to be put in a diffusion break to keep poly 
regularity. Notably we only consider the placement of 
aligning two P-MOS and N-MOS transistors of the 
same signal to form a pair; thus the objective of tran-
sistor placement is to identify an order of all transis-
tor pairs to minimize μ. Let (Pi, Ni) be the ith transis-
tor pair. Then sequence [(P1, N1), (P2, N2), … , (Pn, 
Nn)] is a placement result of n transistor pairs denoted 
by 풫(n) and 풫(n)k is the placement result of n tran-
sistor pairs with the kth transistor pair placed at the 
rightmost of the placement for kn. For example, 
AOI21_X1 has three P-MOS and three N-MOS tran-
sistors and thus have three transistor pairs (P1, N1), 
(P2, N2) and (P3, N3) with gate signals A1, B1 and B2 
respectively. Therefore, (3) | 3 indicates the placement 
result of [Error! Reference source not found.(a)]. 
With the above constraint and the utility function μ, 
we can derive the following recursive formula for 
transistor placement problem. 

 
μ(풫(n)n) = min{μ(풫(n - 1)k + (Pn, Nn))}, k [1, 
n-1]                (2.) 

 
where풫(n - 1)k + (Pn, Nn) is the placement result by 
concatenating (Pn, Nn) to the rightmost of 풫(n - 1)k. 
It is worth noting that a dummy poly is inserted im-
mediately once the concatenation of (n - 1)k + (Pn, 
Nn) will cause diffusion shape violation. Therefore 
the final placement result should be 
 
min{μ(풫(max(|P|, |N|))k )}, ∀k [1, max(|P|, |N|) (3.
) 

 
where |P| and |N| are the number of P-MOS and N-
MOS transistors respectively. 

 
Lemma 1. The recursive formula has optimal sub-

structure. 
 
According to the utility function μ intro-

duced in section0, the following inequality holds: 
 
μ(풫(n + 1)) >μ(풫(n))             (4.) 
 

Thus we can have the following lemma. 
 

Lemma 2. A sub-placement 풫(n)k is called redun-
dant and can be discarded if μ(풫(n)k) μ(풫(n)l) + 
α×(max(|P| – |Pl|, |N| – |Nl|)×2 – max(|P| – |Pk|, |N| – 
|Nk|)), where 풫(n)l is a sub-placement with mini-
mum cost in current placement set, |Pl| (|Pk|) and |Nl| 
(|Nk|) are the numbers of placed P-MOS and N-MOS 
transistors of sub-placement 풫(n)l (풫(n)k). 

 
Figure 6. Algorithm of routability-aware DP-based transistor 

placement. 
 
Proof. The worst condition to grow sub-placement 
(n)l to a complete placement is that each unplaced 
transistor cannot share diffusion with the rightmost 
transistor of current sub-placement and needs to in-
troduce a diffusion break. In this case, the cost will be 
μ(풫(n)l) + α×2×max(|P| – |Pl|, |N| – |Nl|). On the 
other hand the best condition for (n)k to a complete 
placement is that each unplaced transistor can share 
diffusion with the rightmost transistor of current sub-
placement. The cost will be μ(풫(n)k) + α×max(|P| – 
|Pk|, |N| – |Nk|) μ(풫(n)l) + α×2×max(|P| – |Pl|, |N| – 
|Nl|). It is obvious that sub-placement (n)k is redun-
dant and can be discarded.█ 
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Lemma 3. The optimal sub-placements will not be 
redundant during DP. 
 
According to Lemma 3 we can prune redundant sub-
placements without sacrificing optimality based on 
current sub-placements. Thereafter only non-
redundant sub-placements will be used to grow sub-
placement until a complete placement is obtained. 
Since only a few sub-placements can achieve maxi-
mum diffusion sharing, many sub-placements are 
redundant and will be pruned during DP, which con-
tributes to orders of magnitude speedup for the pro-
posed DP formulation. For final placements, the 
placements with σ more than a pre-defined threshold 
are regarded as unroutable and also discarded.Error! 
Reference source not found. shows the algorithm 
of the routability-aware DP-based transistor place-
ment. 
 
B. LEGO-Like Placement for High-Driving Cells 
Layouts of high-driving cell with different folding 
styles are also different as shown in Error! Refer-
ence source not found.. The difference between 
different folding styles is how transistors in primitive-
driving cell are mirrored. For example, the A-type 
folding NAND3_X2 in Error! Reference source 
not found. treats the whole cell NAND3_X1 as a 
group and then mirrored this group to obtain 
NAND3_X2. On the other hand, the I-type folding 
NAND3_X2 treats every transistor as individual 
group and then mirror them separately. This differ-
ence can then be observed from the corresponding 
netlists that transistors of one type in the same group 
will be serially connected. For the transistors of one 
type, e.g., N-MOS transistors, transistors that are se-
rially connected are generally clustered in the same 
transistor chain to encourage smaller cell area and 
better routability [Error! Reference source not 
found.(a) and (b)]. Transistors that are serially con-
nected form a path in the transistor graph. For high-
driving cells, the mirrored transistor group will form 
a set of disjoint paths with identical gate signal se-
quence in the associated transistor graphs. For exam-
ple, the A-type folding NAND3_X2 has two disjoint 
paths with gate sequence (I1, I2, I3) in N-MOS transis-
tors. On the other hand, the I-type folding 
NAND3_X2 has three sets of disjoint paths with gate 
sequences (I1), (I2) and (I3) in N-MOS transistors. 
Thus, identifying sets of disjoint paths with the same 
gate sequences in the associated transistor graphs is 
the first step to identifying folding styles of the given 
netlist. 
 
Definition 1. A primitive sub-chain is a sub-
chain in a transistor chain of a primitive-driving cell 
layout that can be a sub-chain of a transistor chain in 
a high-driving cell layout. 
 

Definition 2. A high-driving sub-chain is a sub-
chain of a transistor chain in a high-driving cell 
layout that is composed of primitive sub-chains and 
their mirrored forms. 

 
According to the extracted sets of disjoint paths of a 
high-driving cell, a path in a set of disjoint paths 
forms a primitive sub-chain of the corresponding 
primitive-driving cell. For example, a path in the set 
disjoint paths of A-type NAND3_X2 [Error! Refer-
ence source not found.(e)] has the gate sequence 
(I1, I2, I3). Hence, the sub-chain (I1, I2, I3) in Error! 
Reference source not found.(d) is a primitive sub-
chain in the transistor chain of a primitive-driving 
cell. With the mirrored form of the second path, two 
paths can be joined together as a single path with gate 
sequence (I3, I2, I1, I1, I2, I3) that is the high-driving 
sub-chain in the transistor chain of the high-driving 
cell [Error! Reference source not found.(e)]. In 
this case the sub-chain is the total transistor chain 
while the total transistor chain may be composed of 
several high-driving sub-chains in another high-
driving cells. On the other hand, we have three sets of 
disjoint paths with gate sequences (I1), (I2) and (I3) in 
I-type NAND3_X2 [Error! Reference source not 
found.(f)]. Thus, we also have three primitive sub-
chains from Error! Reference source not 
found.(d) that are (I1), (I2) and (I3). In the end, we 
can obtain three high-driving sub-chains in Error! 
Reference source not found.(f) with gate se-
quences (I1, I1), (I2, I2) and (I3, I3). Notably, there may 
exist several possibilities to generate high-driven sub-
chains through mirroring the same primitive sub-
chain. For example, another high-driving sub-chain of 
A-type NAND3_X2 is the path with gate sequence 
(I1, I2, I3, I3, I2, I1). Obviously, different mirroring 
results will cause different layouts of high-driving 
cell. Hence investigating the best high-driving sub-
chain is a critical issue to generate a placement with 
minimum cell area and better cell routing routability. 
Due to the limited sizes of primitive sub-chain and 
the associated mirroring results, we can enumerate all 
the possible high-driving sub-chains of every primi-
tive sub-chain. Thus the objective herein is to choose 
a subset of the high-driving sub-chains to generate 
placements of high-driving cells. It is worth note that 
generating high-driving cell layout is the composition 
of the layout of high-driving sub-chains, which acts 
as a LEGO game can be solved through the proposed 
DP-based transistor placement algorithm. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
The proposed routing framework is implemented 
using C++ on a Linux platform with an Intel i7 3.4 
GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. In this experiment, we 
implement the transistor placement algorithm pro-
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posed in [5]; this is a backtracking-based approach. 
For a fair comparison, this implementation inserts a 
dummy poly immediately once diffusion shape viola-
tion occurs during transistor placement. Furthermore, 
cells with A-type folding style are excluded in this 
experiment because the algorithm proposed in [5] 
cannot deal with this folding style. Furthermore, all 

high-driving cells are folded statically, and the enu-
meration phase in [5] is replaced by placing the same 
transistors adjacently. In this experiment, the driving 
strengths under test range from 1 to 16, and one driv-
ing strength has various diffusion width combinations 
for every transistor. We list the minimum and maxi-
mum transistor counts of every cell function in 

 
Table I, and all cell netlists are provided by a cell li-
brary vendor under commercial 28nm technology 
node. Notably, only cell functions with I-type folding 
style are compared in this experiment; therefore, oth-
er common cell functions such as XOR and sequen-
tial cells only compare their primitive driving 
strength. Furthermore, the minimum and maximum 
required runtime of different driving strengths using 
the proposed DP-based transistor placement algo-
rithm are also shown in this table. Table II shows the 
comparison results; these indicate the average im-
provement for all cells in a cell function. The im-
provement is calculated as (A - B)/A, where A andB 
are the results obtained in [5] and our study, respec-
tively. However, because the runtime of [5] is much 
larger than this work, we list the ratio of A/B in the 
runtime column instead, where A and B are the run-
time of this work and [5], respectively. The routabili-
ty is evaluated through the proposed routability me-
tric and ggnl. Then, a maze router is applied on the 
generated placement for completing cell routing to 
evaluate and compare the effectiveness of the two 
metrics. In this experiment, α̇ and β̇ are set to 2 and 1, 
respectively, such that IOPMs contribute to more 
congestion than signal pins. 
 
All the results presented in Table II indicate that we 
can obtain better routing results if we obtain better 
results for the proposed routability metrics. Simple 
cells such as INV and NAND2 showed no difference 
except for runtime between our study and [5],  

 
Figure. 7. Placement of the same circuit to Figure 2 generated 

by [5] has worse PCD and ggnl. 
 
because the minimum area results for these cells are 
unique. Differences arise when cell functions become 
complicated, such as AOI21 and XOR2_X1. Error! 
Reference source not found. shows the placement 
of the two-input XOR gate (Error! Reference 
source not found.) generated by [5]; this has worse 
PCD and ggnl and even longer runtime than the pro-
posed DP-based transistor placement algorithm. Fi-
nally, the placement generated by the proposed algo-
rithm can obtain a violation-free routing result, whe-
reas the placement generated by [5] fails in 
XOR2_X1, MUX2_X1, HA_X1 and DFF_X1. Thus, 

we do not list the wirelength comparison between 
these two in Table II. Furthermore, the runtime for 
folded cells is also under-controlled because folded 
transistors form high-driving subchains prior to tran-
sistor placement. As a result, the required runtime for 
high-driving cells is almost identical to that of primi-
tive cells. The runtime improvement of DFF_X1 is 
not compared herein because it failed to produce a 
placement result within 10 minutes. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Transistor placement is a key step that will dominate 
the quality of cell routing. It is thus essential and crit-
ical to develop a routability-aware transistor place-
ment algorithm. In this paper, we propose a routabili-
ty-aware DP-based transistor placement algorithm 
and a LEGO-like assembling method that can effi-
ciently generate placements with different folding 
styles. A new routability metric PCD is also proposed 
to capture the potential congestion of the placement. 
Our results indicate that the proposed method outper-
forms [5] in terms of routability and runtime. 
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Table I. Cell Status. 

Cell Min transistor 
count Min. runtime (s) Max. transistor 

count Max. runtime (s) 

INV 2 < 0.001 32 0.001 
NAND2 4 0.001 64 0.002 

OR2 6 0.001 48 0.002 
AOI21 6 0.001 84 0.004 

XOR2_X1 12 0.003 12 0.003 
MUX2_X1 12 0.002 12 0.002 

HA_X1 18 0.01 18 0.01 
DFF_X1 24 0.105 24 0.105 

 
Table II. Placement & routing improvement compared with [5]. 

cell Area (%) ggnl(%) HPWL 
(%) τ(%) PCD(%) wire-

length(%) Runtime 

INV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 
NAND
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 

OR2 0 0 0 0 0 11.7 0.2 
AOI21 0 0 0 0 0 7 0.2 
XOR2_
X1 0 50 1.7 25 33.3 - 0.2 

MUX2
_X1 0 20 16.7 100 25 - 0.4 

HA_X1 0 -20 31.6 50 0 - 2.3×10-4 
DFF_X
1 0 5.9 -29.3 66.7 33.3 - - 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


